Abstract: Text summarisation is compressed or condensed version of any text document. Due to increasing use of digitisation, massive amount of information is available on internet. Text summarisation is an emerging alternative for users to find relative information in automated shortened versions. In this paper we propose single document summarisation technique using shallow features of sentence to generate summary. The weight of sentences is calculated by applying score of different words and sentence-based statistical features. Here, most salient sentences are selected based on weight of sentences and are put together to generate summary. This is modeled using fuzzy inference system. This approach utilises fuzzy inference and fuzzy measures to find most significant sentences. The result of our proposed method is compared with other methods using recall oriented understudy for Gisting evaluation (ROUGE-N) measures on document understanding conferences (DUC) 2002 dataset and results show that our proposed method outperforms a few baseline methods.
Introduction
Text summarisation is the abridge version of one or more documents into a summarised version by extracting almost all of the salient concepts by applying different text mining techniques. Due to the explosive growth of textual information available in the forms of online documents, the users have to put extra effort to find information they are interested in. This requires an automatic tool or technique. When users enter a text into a computer, a non-redundant text from original text returns which is called text summarisation. Nowadays, text summarisation has become an active research area in information retrieval and natural language processing. It is gradually used in many sectors like data mining of textual databases, web-based information retrieval, generating abstract of technical papers, generating highlights of news domain and many more (Babar and Patil, 2015) . Text summary is generated by following some sequential steps which includes preprocessing and sentence scoring to determine which sentences are essential and vital to the document (Ferreira et al., 2013; Fang et al., 2017) . The main objective of text summarisation is to quickly find relevant information contents and generate a condensed replica of original document (Meena and Gopalani, 2014) .
Text summarisation can be classified among different categories based on summarisation approach, type of input and based on the purpose of summary. Text summarisation can be mainly classified as extractive or abstractive summarisation by the way of summarising text. The extractive summarisation extracts the most important and salient sentences of input documents that are believed to be more informative. The abstractive summarisation is almost same as human summarises the document with his knowledge. Here, system understands the text by natural language processing tasks and creates summary by paraphrasing section of original document. Abstractive summarisation is very challenging task and limited to a small domain. Another classification is single document and multi-document summarisation. The single document summarisation summarises text from single document and multi-document summarisation summarises text from multiple documents. Generic and query-based summarisation works on the purpose of text summarisation. Generic summarisation extracts the most salient sentence(s) from original document whereas query-based summarisation closely relates to user interest. Query-based summaries rely on the user specification while generic summaries attempt to identify the important information in document without the context of a query (Babar and Patil, 2015; Dalal and Zaveri, 2011; PadmaLahari et al., 2014) .
Related work
This section focuses on previous research work based on sentence scoring to extract the most important sentences from documents. Mainly there are three methods used for sentence scoring 1 word scoring 2 sentence scoring 3 graph scoring (Meena and Gopalani, 2014; Ferreira et al., 2014b) .
Effectiveness of the different sentence scoring techniques depends on the structure, length, language and kind of input source. Researchers have used different combinations of features to extract salient sentences (Ferreira et al., 2014b) .
Some common word features used in most of the research are term/word frequency (Ferreira et al., 2014b; Bagalkotkar et al., 2013; Ferreira et al., 2014a; Abbasi-Ghalehtaki et al., 2016) , term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) (Ferreira et al., 2014b , 2014a , Abbasi-Ghalehtaki et al., 2016 Fattah, 2014) , thematic word score (Abbasi- Ghalehtaki et al., 2016; Ghalehtaki et al., 2014) , title word score (Abbasi- Ghalehtaki et al., 2016; Fattah, 2014; Ghalehtaki et al., 2014; Oliveira et al., 2016) , proper noun (Ferreira et al., 2014b; Abbasi-Ghalehtaki et al., 2016; Ghalehtaki et al., 2014; Oliveira et al., 2016) etc. Different researchers have used different methods and weight to determine the importance of different word score. In sentence scoring, most important features are sentence position, sentence length and inclusion of numeric data which are used in most of research works (Ferreira et al., 2014b; Abbasi-Ghalehtaki et al., 2016; Fattah, 2014; Ghalehtaki et al., 2014; Oliveira et al., 2016) . Graph-based Features scoring is used to determine relation and connection between sentences. Text-rank is graph-based model to extract the important keywords and weight of words from text documents. Bushy path is another graph-based feature that is used to determine the salient sentences from the document. In bushy path, sentence is considered as node and computes the important sentence by counting the number of links assigned between sentences. Aggregate similarity works similar to bushy path but instead of counting number of links between sentences, it sums up the weight of links it has with other sentences. In this method, highly connected node represents central sentences and may indicate the main topic of the document (Ferreira et al., 2014b; Oliveira et al., 2016) . Wu et al. (2017) proposed topic-modelling-based approach for long length single document Novel summarisation. They used external resources like SemCor and synonym thesaurus to solve the issue of semantic confusion to smoothen the summary readability.
Traditional statistical sentence scoring techniques do not consider the semantic relationship among sentences. Further improvement can be achieved by applying concept of semantic similarity to extract the words. Sentence clustering, lexical chain and WordNet can be used to perform semantic analysis of text (Pal and Saha, 2014; Zhang and Li, 2009; Wei et al., 2015) . Some graph-based document clustering or ranking algorithms are also used to incorporate semantic role of information in text summary (Ferreira et al., 2014a; Yan and Wan, 2014; Sankar and Sobha, 2009) . With the assumption that mutual influence between sentences and words can boost the sentence score, Fang et al. (2017) proposed unsupervised graph-based word-sentence co-ranking model to convey the intrinsic status of words and sentences more accurately.
Feature selection process plays major role in the summarisation process. Six different feature selection strategies are used in bayesian biomedical text summariser to extract main and non-redundant concepts from input source. They make use of the unified medical language system (UMLS) concepts to integrate domain knowledge. Empirical effectiveness of word embedding learning is proven more suitable for some realistic tasks such as document summarisation in the context of natural language processing (Moradi and Ghadiri, 2017) . Chen et al. (2018) introduced novel paragram embedding framework, named essence-vector model to distillate more representative information which excludes general information from documents. Nowadays we can find information on web in any language. It requires methodologies of information retrieval (IR) which can take multilingual documents into account of text summarisation. Jayashree et al. (2014) proposed hybrid method of four different approaches to summarise documents in Kannada language. Summarising the Arabic documents is still immature due to lack of literature and intrinsic complexity of Arabic language itself. It requires more work on the preprocessing and morphological aspects of Arabic document (Al Qassem et al., 2017) . To summarise the Arabic document, particle swarm optimisation (PSO)-based algorithm is proposed which balances score of informative/statistical and semantic-based features and extracts the most relevant sentences (Al-Abdallah and Al-Taani, 2017).
Multi-document summarisation is a challenging task for researchers to find accurate summary because it also has extra tasks such as compression of multiple documents, redundancy removal, coherence and significance to perform than single document summarisation. Rautray and Balabantaray (2017) and Sanchez-Gomez et al. (2017) proposed nature inspired optimisation-based approach cat swarm optimisation (CSO) and artificial bee colony optimisation (ABC) approach to address the multi-objective optimisation issue. One more multi-objective summarisation is found which uses the k-means clustering algorithm to extract the main topics from documents (Jung et al., 2017) . Ghalehtaki et al. (2014) proposed a combination method of PSO and cellular learning automata to recognise sentence richness and build summary close to human-generated summary.
Some mathematical approaches are also used to extract the summary from documents. Boolean model, vector space model (VSM), probabilistic model and some algebraic reduction methods are also used in IR to recognise and extract the semantically important texts in documents (Dalal and Zaveri, 2011) . The main problem in single value decomposition (SVD) matrix is that it contains both positive and negative weighted terms so that unimportant sentences may get included in summary. Non-negative matrix factorisation (NMF) factorises data matrix in such a way that it does not contain any negative value but each value in NMF matrix is a count of sentence term based on character matching and not based on semantic matching. To deal with this limitation, Trang et al. (2017) proposed enhanced NMF in combination with word2vec and used three different types of sentence features (surface, content and relevant) in sentence scoring process to improve the summary. Batcha and Zaki (2010) and Anh et al. (2014) also used SVD and NMF-based approaches in their unsupervised generic document summarisation model and furthermore they used maximal marginal relevance (MMR) matrix to remove the redundancy from the summary. A point-based summarisation generates the summary from online debate forum by abstractive summarisation approach where point represents verb and its syntactic arguments (Chowanda et al., 2017) .
Text document summarisation
The main objective in extractive-based method is to identify the key sentences from document relating to the main topic. There are many approaches and methods available in literature. The proposed system computes the importance of sentences based on shallow features of two representative levels such as word level and sentence level. The proposed work focuses on extractive-based shallow sentence scoring techniques and work in three stages as shown in Figure 1 . 
Preprocessing text
The raw textual input document is preprocessed to obtained structural representation of input document. There are various steps in preprocessing. Stop words like 'a', 'an', 'the', etc. are frequently occurred words which do not have any semantic information so those words are removed from input document. The stop words are predefined and stored in separate text file. All the special characters are replaced by empty character. Word stemming is done to convert each word in base form by removing its prefix and suffix. Segmentation is the process to split the document in to sentences. Standard stanford part of speech (POS) tagger is used for tagging.
Extract text feature
In this stage, we extract important shallow features from preprocessed source text. Text feature extraction is divided into two groups: word-based feature and sentence-based feature. The word-based features are title word, thematic word, proper noun and TF-IDF score, whereas sentence-based feature are sentence position, sentence length and inclusion of numeric data. The features are used in proposed work is as follow.
Word feature
Sentences are collections of words and score of individual word is important for sentence score. In this method, each important word receives a score and weight of each sentence is total of all score its constituent words. Different words have different features; feature score for each word is calculated as follow:
• Title word: All the sentences comprising title words indicate the main content or topic of the document (Abbasi- Ghalehtaki et al., 2016) . Those sentences are considered as important to be included in the summary so high score is given to the sentence if it contains title words. This feature is computed as equation (1).
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• Thematic word: The words occur frequently in the document indicate same topic and considered as important words (Abbasi- Ghalehtaki et al., 2016; Ghalehtaki et al., 2014) . We have taken top 5 most frequent words as thematic words. This feature is computed as equation (2).
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• Proper noun: Sentences having more proper nouns are considered as important one and should be considered in summary (Abbasi- Ghalehtaki et al., 2016; Ghalehtaki et al., 2014) . This feature is computed as equation (3).
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• Term frequency-inverse sentence frequency (TF-ISF): This feature is based on the original TF-IDF which is used at document level. The variant of original works at sentence level rather than document level. If the word is frequent and contained only in few sentences, then it has high probability to be included in the summary (Oliveira et al., 2016) . This feature is computed as equations (4) and (5).
Here T F is frequency of term t i in the document, S is the total of sentences in the document, T is the total of terms in s i , S ti is the total of sentences in which t i occurs.
Sentence feature
This feature analyses the features of the sentence itself, such as presence of cue phrases, sentence length, sentence position, sentence centrality, numerical data in sentence etc. We have used three of sentence-based features.
• Sentence position: Many researchers have considered sentence position feature as scoring feature in the document because most important sentences can be seen at the beginning of the document (Babar and Patil, 2015; Ferreira et al., 2013; Yadav and Sharan, 2015) . The equation which we are using to calculate the sentence location score is shown in equation (6).
• Sentence length: Short sentences do not contain any information so we are not including short sentences in our summary (Ghalehtaki et al., 2014) . Sentence length score is computed as shown in equation (7).
• Inclusion of numeric data in sentence: Sentences having numerical data are considered as important and included in summary as per equation (8) (Abbasi- Ghalehtaki et al., 2016) .
Sentence scoring
The fuzzy logic system (FLS) is used to calculate the score of each sentence based on features score. The fuzzy logic is explained in next section.
Fuzzy logic
In recent years, there are varieties of applications which have been developed based on fuzzy logic because of its simplicity and flexibility to handle imprecise and uncertain data. A FLS can be considered as mapping of nonlinear input data to scalar output data. A fuzzy logic consists of mainly four parts: 
Text summarisation based on fuzzy logic
The proposed work focuses on the text summarisation to extract most important and salient sentences to generate summary based on fuzzy logic. In statistical and machine learning approaches, sentence score is based on weight of features. The weight of features can be imprecise and indeterminate i.e., some of features have more importance than others. To resolve this issue fuzzy logic is used. The fuzzy logic is implemented in MATLAB. All the steps of FLS are as follows:
Fuzzifiers
The features extracted in text feature section are given as crisps inputs to the fuzzy inference system. We have used triangular membership function. Each input membership function is divided into three fuzzy sets: low, medium and high. The generalised triangular shaped membership functions is defined by lower limit a, upper limit b and value m where a < m < b.
Inference engine
Fuzzy inference is the actual process of mapping from given input to output using series of fuzzy IF THEN rules defined in rule base. Firstly all possible rules are defined. The rules are defined keeping in mind that high score is given to sentence position, title words, proper noun, Term frequency and inclusion of numeric data as compared to sentence length. Some sample fuzzy IF THEN rules are as follows.
• IF (TF-ISF IS more) and (SLEN is medium) and (thematic is more) and (pronoun is more) and (titleword is more) THEN (output is VeryImp)
• IF (TF-ISF IS more) and (SLEN is medium) and (thematic is more) and (pronoun is Avg) and (titleword is more) THEN (output is important)
• IF (TF-ISF IS less) and (SLEN is short) and (thematic is less) and (pronoun is Avg) and (titleword is less) THEN (output is unimportant).
Defuzzification
This last step of fuzzy logic converts the linguistic inference results into crisp output. The output membership function is divided in to four fuzzy sets: unimportant, average, important and very important. The triangular membership function is used as output membership function as shown in Figure 2 . 
Experimental setup and result analysis
The proposed shallow feature-based single document summarisation method is evaluated on DUC2002 dataset to generate 100 words of summary. The DUC2002 dataset is the reference corpus and platform on which the proposed single document summarisation system is being evaluated. Two human generated summaries named H1 and H2 are used as standard and reference summary. Intrinsic and extrinsic are the two categories to evaluate quality of summary where intrinsic method evaluates summary based on analysis of content of summary and extrinsic method evaluates summary based on task-based settings. To compare the quality of proposed system with other tools like VSM, SweSum, Corpernic, extractor and MS Word we have used ROUGE toolkit where 100 words human summaries (H1 and H2) are used as baseline summary (Gupta et al., 2013) . To evaluate the summary, three measures: average recall, average precision and average F-measure are being generated by ROUGE evaluation toolkit. We used ROUGE-N in our experiment where N takes the values from 1 to 8. Table 1 shows ROUGE-N score for different summarisation tools and it is apparent that proposed system performs better than other existing summarisation tools in terms of average recall. Figure 3 shows comparative chart for recall score obtained by different summarisation tools. Table 2 shows ROUGE-N score for different summarisation tools and it is apparent that proposed system performs better than other existing summarisation tools in terms of average precision. Figure 4 shows comparative chart for precision score obtained by different summarisation tools. Table 3 shows ROUGE-N score for different summarisation tools and it is apparent that proposed system performs better than other existing summarisation tools in terms of average F-measure. Figure 5 shows comparative chart for F-measure score obtained by different summarisation tools. 
Conclusions and future work
This paper presents generic, extractive and fuzzy logic-based single document summarisation which uses the statistical features to generate summary. Text summarisation is a complex task having several subtasks where each subtask affects the overall performance of generating quality summary. During experiment we compared different system summary with two model summary (human generated summary H1 and H2) of DUC dataset 2002. Our proposed method shows better results in terms of average recall, average precision and average f-measure for ROUGE-N better than other summarisers. In future, effectiveness of this approach can be improved by adding advanced linguistic features and concept of semantic relation among words and sentences by using WordNet. This work can also be extended to multi-document summarisation.
